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Abstract

An adaptive neural network full!state feedback controller has been designed and applied to
the passive line!of!sight "LOS# stabilization system[ Model reference adaptive control "MRAC#
is well established for linear systems[ However\ this method cannot be utilized directly since
the LOS system is nonlinear in nature[ Utilizing the universal approximation property of
neural networks\ an adaptive neural network controller is presented by generalizing the model
reference adaptive control technique\ in which the gains of the controller are approximated by
neural networks[ This removes the requirement of linearizing the dynamics of the system\ and
the stability properties of the closed!loop system can be guaranteed[ Þ 0887 Elsevier Science
Ltd[ All rights reserved[

0[ Introduction

The LOS system is one that possesses the ability to maintain the line!of!sight of an
electro!optical sensor when it is subjected to external disturbances[ The presence of
the ~ywheel\ which is spinning at some speci_ed high speed\ is used to provide a high
angular momentum\ which maintains a _xed orientation in inertia space in the absence
of external torques[ This\ however\ causes the movements between the two axes of
the LOS system to be highly coupled[ In the past\ research has been done to design
controllers that decouple the axes of the LOS system[ These included the use of model
reference adaptive control ð0Ł\ and a fuzzy decoupler ð1Ł[ The model reference adaptive
control requires the model of the system to be linearized about the origin ð0Ł[ This
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may not be desirable if the required operating points are large[ On the other hand\
the fuzzy decoupling controller ð1Ł requires much tuning to be done before desirable
results may be obtained[ In addition\ there is no stability proofs for the fuzzy controller
proposed in ð1Ł[

In this paper\ a novel adaptive neural network feedback controller is proposed[ We
borrow the ideas from model reference adaptive control for linear systems ð2\ 3Ł and
incorporate the use of neural networks in the adaptive control of a nonlinear system[
By the use of Gaussian Radial Basis Function "GRBF# networks\ the control of the
nonlinear plant system may be transformed into a linear problem[ Thus\ we are able
to use the well!known adaptation laws for linear systems to solve the problem[ In the
proposed method\ we require only an estimate of the system[ In addition\ the asymp!
totic stability of the proposed neural network controller has been proven theoretically
using the Lyapunov Theorem[

In this paper\ we will _rst give a brief review of neural networks and its approxi!
mation property[ We will then introduce the passive LOS stabilization system\ its
working principles and its dynamics[ Next\ we introduce the adaptive neural network
full state feedback controller[ Simulation studies of the proposed controller are carried
out on the LOS system to demonstrate its e}ectiveness[

1[ Neural network approximation

The neural network is usually used in control engineering as a function approx!
imator that emulates any given nonlinear function f "x#\ under mild assumptions\ up
to any desired accuracy[ There are two main classes of neural networks ð4Ł\ namely
the Multi!Layer Perceptron "MLP# and the Associative Memory Network "AMN#[

The MLP is widely used in classi_cation tasks with large feature spaces[ Usually\
extensive training periods are required for the MLP to learn the function to be
approximated ð4Ł[ This makes it unsuitable for use in adaptive systems\ where fast
convergence is required[ Hence\ in this paper\ we will concentrate mainly on a class
of AMN\ namely the GRBF[

It has been shown in ð5Ł that a linear combination of GRBFs results in an optimal
mean square approximation of an unknown function which is in_nitely di}erentiable
and whose values are speci_ed at a _nite set of points in Rn[ It has been proven further
in ð6\ 7Ł that any continuous functions\ not necessarily in_nitely smooth ones\ can be
uniformly approximated by a linear combination of GRBFs[ In addition\ the GRBF
network belongs to a class of linearly parametrized models\ which makes it suitable
for constructing adaptation mechanisms within them[ Moreover\ the fast initial learn!
ing of the GRBF ð4Ł also adds to its suitability in adaptive systems[ Thus\ the GRBF
network is chosen in implementing the proposed controller[

The schematic diagram of the GRBF neural network is shown in Fig[ 0[ The GRBF
consists of l numbers of Gaussian functions "nodes# with input variables x $Rn^ and
the centre vector for each node is mi �"mi0\ [ [ [ \min# $Rn\ where i�0\ 1\ [ [ [ \ l[ A GRBF
neural network consists of three layers\ namely\ the input layer\ the hidden layer\
where the GRBFs are\ and the output layer[ At the input layer\ the input space is
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Fig[ 0[ GRBF neural network[

divided into grids with a localized Gaussian function at each node de_ning the
receptive _eld in Rn\ with centre mi and variance s1

i [ How well the network models a
given function is determined by the position of these centres and the variances of the
GRBFs[ The value of s1

i de_nes the amount of overlap between adjacent GRBFs[
The output layer is simply a linear combination of the outputs of the GRBFs[ Then\
for any given function y� f "x#\ the results from ð7Ł states that it can be approximated
by the GRBF neural network[ This can be expressed as

y� f¼ "W\x#�WTf"x# "1[0#

where y $Rm\ W $Rk×m and f"x# $Rk and fi is given by

fi"x#� exp 0−
>x−mi>1

1

s1
i 1

� exp 0−
"x−mi#T"x−mi#

s1
i 1 "1[1#

It is thus clear from "1[0# that the output of the GRBF network is the linear com!
bination of the outputs of the GRBFs "1[1#\ where W are the weights of the network
to be determined[

In this paper\ the centres of the GRBF\ mi\ are evenly spaced throughout the input
space network[ This ensures that the GRBF network covers the entire workspace of
the system[ The variance\ s1

i \ are chosen such that there is su.cient overlap between
the basis functions[
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2[ Passive LOS stabilization system

The LOS system is one that possesses the ability to maintain the LOS of an electro!
optical sensor when it is subjected to external disturbances such as the base motion
of host vehicles on which it is mounted ð8\ 09Ł[ Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram
of the passive LOS stabilization system considered in this paper[ The system is made
up of the following components]

"0# a ~ywheel and its drive^
"1# gimbals that provide two degrees!of!freedom to the ~ywheel and torque motors

for slewing purposes^ and
"2# a mirror that is geared to the gimbal through a 1 ]0 reduction drive mechanism[

The ~ywheel\ which is spinning at some speci_ed high speed\ is used to provide a
high angular momentum[ This angular momentum maintains a _xed orientation in
inertial space when there is no external torques present\ thus providing a directional

Fig[ 1[ Schematic of passive LOS stabilization system[
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reference[ The ~ywheel axis is mounted onto two frames called the inner and outer
gimbals[ This allows it to have two degrees!of!freedom[ The ~ywheel is directly
connected to the inner gimbal through two supporting bearings[ The inner gimbal is
then supported by the outer gimbal structure and is connected by a 1 ]0 reduction
drive to the mirror mechanism[ This 1 ]0 reduction drive is necessary because when
the mirror is tilted by an angle a\ the re~ected LOS is rotated by 1a[ The mirror|s axis
of rotation is parallel to the inner gimbal axis\ and orthogonal to the outer gimbal
axis[

Torquer motors are attached to the inner and outer gimbals to enable the system
to accept steering commands and to correct for sightline drift[ By providing an
appropriate torque through the torquer motors\ the system can be precessed relative
to the inertial space to achieve some desired LOS[ Once the input torque is removed\
the LOS will now be space!stabilized "due to the property of the ~ywheel gyroscope#
at its new position[

The dynamical model of the LOS stabilization system is given by the following
equations ð00Ł\

d0"u#u�0¦c0"u\ u¾#�u0 "2[0#

d1"u#u�1¦c1"u\ u¾#�u1 "2[1#

where u�ðu0\ u1ŁT with u0 and u1 being the angular position of axes 0 and 1\ respec!
tively\ as shown in Fig[ 1^ and u¾ � ðu¾0\ u¾1ŁT are the corresponding angular velocities^
u0 and u1 are the actuator torques for axes 0 and 1\ respectively[ The functions in eqns
"2[0#Ð"2[1# are de_ned by

d0"u#�p0¦p3¦"p1−p3¦p7# cos1 u1¦
0
1
"p4¦p6#¦

0
1
"p4−p6# sin u1 "2[2#

c0"u\ u¾#�−"p1−p3¦p7#u¾0u¾1 sin 1u1¦
0
1
"p4−p6#u¾0u¾1 cos u1

¦p8u¾0u¾1 sin u1 cos u1¦p8u¾1u¾2 cos u1 "2[3#

d1"u#�p2¦
p5

3
¦p7 "2[4#

c1"u\ u¾#� 0
1
"p1−p3¦p7#u¾1

0 sin 1u1−
0
3
"p4−p6#u¾1

0 cos u1

−p8u¾
1
0 sin u1 cos u1−p8u¾0u¾2 cos u1 "2[5#

where p0\ p1\ p2\ p3\ p4\ p5\ p6\ p7 and p8 are all physical constants representing the
various moments of inertia of the system^ and u¾2 is the velocity of the ~ywheel\ which
is a large constant[

From the dynamic eqns "2[0#Ð"2[1#\ "2[2#Ð"2[5#\ the following properties of the LOS
system may be inferred[

Property 0[ The terms di\ i�0\ 1 are positive de_nite[ This is an essential property of
the system[ This property will be used later in the development of controllers[
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Property 1[ From "2[3#Ð"2[5#\ cross!couplings between the axes are introduced due to
u¾1 terms appearing in "2[3# and u¾0 terms appearing in "2[5#[ The magnitudes of these
values are small\ and thus the cross!coupling e}ects are weak[

However\ the inclusion of the ~ywheel introduces strong cross couplings between
the axes of the system as can be seen from the presence of u¾2 in the last terms of eqns
"2[3# and "2[5#[ u¾2 is usually in the order of thousand rpm[ This strong cross!coupling
increases the di.culty of the control problem[

For the passive LOS stabilization system\ the control requirements can be stated as]

"0# to achieve a su.ciently high bandwidth with no steady!state error for step inputs
and

"1# to decouple the system such that there is minimal cross!coupling e}ect in the
system[

The ability of the proposed control to meet the above requirements will be considered
in Section 4[

3[ Direct neural networks model reference adaptive control

The dynamical eqns "2[0#Ð"2[1# can be transformed to a second!order nonlinear
plant expressed in the controllability canonical form]

x¾0 �x1 "3[0#

x¾1 �f "x0\x1#¦G"x0\x1#u "3[1#

where x0 � ðu0 u1ŁT $R1\ x1 � ðu¾0 u¾1ŁT $R1\ u�ðu0 u1ŁT $R1\

f "x0\x1#� $
−c0"x0\x1#:d0"x0\x1#

−c1"x0\x1#:d1"x0\x1#% $R1 "3[2#

and

G"x0\x1#� $
`0"x0\x1# 9

9 `1"x0\x1#%
� $

0:d0"x0\x1# 9

9 0:d1"x0\x1#% $R1×1 "3[3#

For simplicity of presentation\ we shall de_ne 9m×n $Rm×n as an m×n zero matrix\
In×n $Rn×n as an identity matrix of dimension n×n^ and let x� ðxT

0 xT
1ŁT $R3[

We can then cast the system equations into the following form

x¾ �A"t#x¦ s
1

i�0

`i"t#biui "3[4#

where
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A"t#� $
91×1 I1×1

H M % $R3×3

b0 �

K

H

H

H

k

9

9

0

9

L

H

H

H

l

\ b1 �

K

H

H

H

k

9

9

9

0

L

H

H

H

l

$R3

with

H� 91×1 "3[5#

M� $
9 m01

m10 9 % "3[6#

where

m01 �−
0
d0 $−"p1−p3¦p7#u¾0 sin 1u1¦

0
1
"p6−p4#u¾0 cos u1

¦p8u¾0 sin u1 cos u1¦p8u¾2 cos u1% "3[7#

m10 �−
0
d1 $

0
1
"p1−p3¦p7#u¾0 sin 1u1−

0
3
"p6−p4#u¾0 cos u1

−p8u¾0 sin u1 cos u1−p8u¾2 cos u1% "3[8#

Note that for the case of the LOS system\ the matrix H is a zero matrix[ However\
for other systems\ matrix H may not necessarily be zero[ An example of such a system
is a prismatic joint robot[ In this paper\ we shall formulate the controller for the
general case that H is non!zero[

Because `i"x#� 9\ we can always _nd control laws

ui �k�T
i x¦m�iri "3[09#

where k�i $R3 and m�i $R\ i�0\ 1\ such that the closed!loop system matches the stable
reference model]

x¾m �Amxm¦ s
1

i�0

bmiri "3[00#

where xm $R3 and

Am � $
91×1 I1×1

Hm Dm % $R3×3
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bm0 �

K

H

H

H

k

9

9

vm0

9

L

H

H

H

l

\ bm1 �

K

H

H

k

9

9

9

vm1

L

H

H

H

l

$R3

where Hm �ðhmijŁ $R1×1 and Dm �ðdmijŁ $R1×1[ This can be seen by substituting the
control laws "3[09# into the system eqn "3[4#[ The closed!loop system is given by

x¾ �Ax¦ s
1

i�0

`ibi"k�T
i x¦m�iri#

� 0A¦ s
1

i�0

`ibik�T
i 1x¦ s

1

i�0

`ibim�iri "3[01#

Comparing the closed!loop system "3[01# to match the reference model "3[00#\ we get

A¦ s
1

i�0

`ibik�T
i �Am "3[02#

`ibim�i �bmi "3[03#

By equating the last two rows of the matrix eqn "3[02#\ we get

k�T
i �`−0

i "ðhmi dmiŁ−ðhi diŁ# "3[04#

where hi\ di\ hmi and dmi denotes the i!th rows of the respective matrices H\ D\ Hm and
Dm[ Similarly\ we can derive an expression for m�i by equating the last two rows of the
vector eqn "3[03#[

m�i �`−0
i vmi "3[05#

The di.culty of the control problem lies in the fact that we do not know exactly the
matrices H and D[ Thus\ adaptive mechanisms can be used to solve the problem[
However\ from "3[04#Ð"3[05#\ it is obvious that k�i\ and m�i must all be functions of t\
and the usual adaptation laws for linear systems ð2\ 3Ł cannot be applied in this case[
Under the assumptions that H and D are unknown\ k�i and m�i are unknown either[
From "3[04#Ð"3[05#\ we can only guarantee their existence and smoothness[ By noting
that the neural network is a universal approximator\ we can then express the controller
gains by their respective neural networks approximations\ i[e[

k�i � ð"W�ki#T = "Jki#Ł¦oki\ "3[06#

m�i � ð"W�mi#T = "Jmi#Ł¦omi\ "3[07#

where "�# are GL matrices and {{=|| is the GL operator ð01Ð03Ł\ "W�ki# and "W�mi# are
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the ideal weights of the neural networks\ "Jki#\ "Jmi# are the outputs of the bounded
basis functions\ and oki $R3 and omi $R are the neural networks approximation errors[
For a _xed number of nodes\ we know that >oki> and =omi= are bounded\ W�ki and W�mi

are unknown bounded constant parameters[
The GL operator is a tool that allows us to express the neural networks math!

ematically\ to facilitate in the analysis of the neural networks[ The interested reader
may refer to ð01Ð03Ł for more information on GL matrices and operators[

We consider the following control law with time!varying neural network weights

ui � ð"W
 ki"t##T = "Jki"x##Łx¦"W
 mi"t##T = "Jmi"x##ri¦urbi "3[08#

where urbi\ i�0\ 1 are de_ned later to compensate for the approximation errors of the
neural networks^ "W
 ki"t## and "W
 mi"t##T are the estimates of "W�ki# and W�mi#[

De_ne

e�x−xm "3[19#

"W	 ki#� "W
 ki#−"W�ki#\ "3[10#

"W	 mi#� "W
 mi#−"W�mi#\ "3[11#

where i�0\ 1[
Substituting the control laws "3[08# into the system eqn "3[4#\ and using "3[10#Ð

"3[11#\ we get

e¾ �x¾−x¾m

� 0A¦ s
1

i�0

`ibið"W
 ki#T = "Jki#Ł1x¦ s
1

i�0

`ibi"W
 mi#T = "Jmi#ri

−Amxm− s
1

i�0

bmiri¦ s
1

i�0

`ibiurbi

� 0A¦ s
1

i�0

`ibið"W�ki#T = "Jki#Ł1¦ s
1

i�0

`ibi"W�mi#T = "Jmi#ri−Amxm− s
1

i�0

bmiri

¦ s
1

i�0

`ibið"W	 ki#T = "Jki#Łx¦ s
1

i�0

`ibi"W	 mi#T = "Jmi#ri¦ s
1

i�0

`ibiurbi

By noting the neural network approximations "3[06#Ð"3[07#\ we obtain the following
error equation

e¾ � 0A¦ s
1

i�0

`ibik�1x¦ s
1

i�0

`ibim�iri−Amxm− s
1

i�0

bmiri

¦ s
1

i�0

`ibið"W	 ki#T = "Jki#Łx¦ s
1

i�0

`ibið"W	 mi#T = "Jmi#Łri

¦ s
1

i�0

`ibiurbi− s
1

i�0

`ibi"okix¦omiri# "3[12#
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Substituting Am and bmi from "3[02#Ð"3[03# into "3[12# leads to

e¾ �Ame¦ s
1

i�0

`ibið"W	 ki#T = "Jki#Łx¦ s
1

i�0

`ibi"W	 mi# = "Jmi#ri

¦ s
1

i�0

`ibiurbi− s
1

i�0

`ibi"okix¦omiri# "3[13#

Let P be the symmetric positive de_nite solution of the Lyapunov equation

PAm¦AT
mP�−Q "3[14#

where Q is symmetric positive de_nite[
In this paper\ we shall assume that ¹̀ i\ the estimate of `i is known for controller

construction[ By de_ning

½̀ i � `i−¹̀i "3[15#

we propose the following adaptive laws to update the weights of the neural network
on!line for closed!loop stability[

Theorem 3[0[ For the nonlinear system "3[0#Ð"3[1#\ consider the neural network based
control laws "3[08#[ If the adaptive laws for updating the weights of the adaptive
neural network are given by

"W

=

ki#�−¹̀ie
TPbi"Gki# = "Jki#x "3[16#

"W

=

mi#�−¹̀ie
TPbi"Gmi# = "Jmi#ri "3[17#

and

urbi �−Ki sgn "eTPbi# "3[18#

Ki − =`i"okix¦omiri#¦½̀i"W	 T
ki# = "Jki#x¦½̀i"W	 T

mi# = "Jmi#ri= "3[29#

where i�0\ 1 and Gki\ Gmi are dimensionally compatible positive de_nite matrix\ then
the adaptive neural network controller ensures that all states of the system will be
bounded\ and in addition\

lim
t:�

"x−xm#� 9 "3[20#

i[e[\ asymptotic tracking is achieved[

Proof] The proof of the theorem can be completed by following the same procedure
as discussed in ð04Ł for a class of general nonlinear systems[ It is given here for
completeness[
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Choose the following Lyapunov function candidate

V�eTPe¦ s
1

i�0

W	 T
kiG−0

ki W	 ki¦ s
1

i�0

W	 T
miG−0

mi W	 mi "3[21#

where Gki\ Gmi are positive symmetric de_nite matrices of the appropriate dimensions\
and P is the positive symmetric de_nite matrix solution of the Lyapunov eqn "3[14#[

Di}erentiating the Lyapunov function with respect to time\ and substituting the
error eqn "3[13# yields the following expression

Vþ �−eTQe¦ s
1

i�0

1`ie
TPbi"W	 ki# = "Jki#x¦ s

1

i�0

1`ie
TPbi"W	 mi# = "Jmi#ri

¦ s
1

i�0

1W	 T
kiG−0

ki W

=

ki¦ s
1

i�0

1W	 T
miG−0

mi W

=

mi¦ s
1

i�0

1`ie
TPbiurbi− s

1

i�0

1`ie
TPbi"okix¦omir#

Substituting the adaptation laws "3[16#Ð"3[17# and urbi from "3[18#Ð"3[29#\ we have

Vþ ¾−eTQe¾ 9 "3[23#

which results in uniform boundedness of e\ and the boundedness of W	 i\ i[e[ the
boundedness of W
 i[ Furthermore\ from "3[13#\ e¾ is bounded[ Hence\ we can conclude
that

lim
t:�

>e>� 9 "3[24#

which in turn implies that

lim
t:�

"x"t#−xm"t##� 9 "3[25#

i[e[\ asymptotic tracking is achieved[
From "3[18#Ð"3[29#\ we _nd that the sliding mode gains\ Ki of the control law

depends not only on the neural network approximation errors\ oki and omi\ but also on
the states of the system\ x\ and the reference commands\ ri[ This leads to time varying
sliding mode gains[ On the other hand\ if we require a constant sliding mode gain\
then Ki has to be chosen su.ciently large[ However\ we know that a large sliding
mode gain introduces more chattering in the control signal[ Thus\ we present the
following corollary\ which results in the same stability properties\ where the gains of
the sliding mode control terms are independent of the state x and the reference
commands ri[

Corollary 0[ For the nonlinear system "3[0#Ð"3[1#\ consider the neural network based
control laws "3[08#[ If the adaptive laws for updating the weights of the adaptive
network are given by "3[16#Ð"3[17#\ and

urbi �−K0i sgn "eTPbi#x−K1i sgn "eTPbi#ri

−K2i sgn "eTPbi#x−K3i sgn "eTPbi#ri "3[26#
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K0ij − =okij= "3[27#

K1i − =omi= "3[28#

K2ij − = ½̀ i"W	 T
kij# = "Jkij#= "3[39#

K3i − = ½̀ i"W	 T
mi# = "Jmi#= "3[30#

where K0ij and K2ij denote the individual elements of the vectors K0i and K2i\ respec!
tively[ Using the adaptation laws "3[16#Ð"3[17#\ the adaptive neural network controller
ensures that all states of the system will be bounded\ and in addition\

lim
t:9

"x−xm#� 9 "3[31#

i[e[\ asymptotic tracking is achieved[

Proof] Choosing the same Lyapunov function candidate "3[21#\ and di}erentiating
with respect to time\ we obtain the following expression

Vþ �−eTQe¦ s
1

i�0

1`ie
TPbi"W	 ki# = "Jki#x¦ s

1

i�0

1`ie
TPbi"W	 mi# = "Jmi#ri

¦ s
1

i�0

1W	 T
kiG−0

ki W

=

ki¦ s
1

i�0

1W	 T
miG−0

mi W

=

mi¦ s
1

i�0

1`ie
TPbiurbi− s

1

i�0

1`ie
TPbi"okix¦omir#

"3[32#

Substituting the adaptation laws "3[16#Ð"3[17# and urbi from "3[26#Ð"3[30#\ we have

Vþ ¾−eTQe¾ 9 "3[33#

which results in uniform boundedness of e\ and the boundedness of W	 i\ i[e[ the
boundedness of W
 i[ From "3[13# e¾ is bounded[ Hence\ we can conclude that

lim
t:�

>e>� 9 "3[34#

which in turn implies that

lim
t:�

"x"t#−xm"t##� 9 "3[35#

i[e[\ asymptotic tracking is achieved[
As can be seen from Corollary 0\ the gains K0ij\ K1i\ K2ij and K3i in eqns "3[26#Ð

"3[30# are lower bounded by the respective neural network approximation and adap!
tation errors\ which are small[ This is in contrast to the gains Ki of "3[18#Ð"3[29#\
which are time varying since they are dependent on the states and the input commands[
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Hence\ the sliding mode gains may be kept small due to the small neural network
approximation errors[

4[ Simulation studies

After formulating the neural network adaptation control laws\ simulation studies
were done to show the e}ectiveness of the scheme[

The reference model used in this simulation study is

$
u¾m

u�m%� $
91×1 I1×1

Hm Dm % $
um

u¾m%¦$
91×0

Vm0% r0¦$
91×0

Vm1% r1 "4[0#

where

Hm �diag ð−25Ł\ Dm �diag ð−01Ł "4[1#

Vm0 � $
25

9 %\ Vm1 � $
9

25% "4[2#

Note that the matrices Hm and Dm are chosen to be diagonal such that the outputs of
both axes are decoupled[ This meets the second control requirement stated in Section
2[ Choosing
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The nodes of the GRBF network are spaced evenly throughout the input space\ with
a total 514 nodes[ This ensures that the entire operation region of the LOS system is
being covered[

In the simulation studies\ step changes in the command signals are used[ The
adaptation gain matrices\ Gi are chosen to be Gk0 �diag ð9[0Ł\ Gk1 �diag ð9[0Ł\
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Fig[ 2[ Outputs of the passive LOS stabilization system[

Gm0 �diag ð39[9Ł and Gm1 �diag ð29[9Ł[ Figure 2 shows the output tracking per!
formance of the system to the changes in the reference signals[ The results show that
the _rst requirement is met as the controller has been shown to achieve assured
tracking[

In addition\ results also show that the controller has successfully decoupled the
cross!coupling e}ects between the axes\ in the sense that changes in the reference
signal of one axis does not a}ect the output of the other[ The control e}ort and the
controller gains "output of the neural networks# are given in Figs 3 and 4\ respectively[

The numbers of nodes used in the GRBF network were chosen by trial and error
through computer simulations[ It was observed that with a smaller number of neural
network nodes\ say 70 nodes\ the control performance is not that good[ This could
be due to the poor approximation of the neural network[ When the number of neural
network nodes is increased to 514\ there is a signi_cant improvement in the control
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Fig[ 3[ Control signals[

performance[ However\ when it is increased further\ there is no perceptible improve!
ment in the control performance[

5[ Conclusion

An adaptive neural network feedback control of a passive LOS stabilization system
has been proposed in this paper[ Although the system equations are nonlinear\ we are
able to exploit the universal approximation property of neural networks to transform
the problem into a linear one[ It has been shown that the proposed controller is able
to achieve asymptotic tracking of the reference command signals[ Simulation studies
of the proposed neural network controller applied to the LOS stabilization system
are also presented to demonstrate its e}ectiveness[ Further work is direct at gen!
eralizing the results to include a wider class of nonlinear systems[
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Fig[ 4[ Controller gains "outputs of the neural networks#[
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